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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Visual Systems for Sonic Form and Energy

by

Kevin Matthew Haywood

Doctor of Philosophy in Music

University of California San Diego, 2019

Professor Miller Puckette, Chair

Absent the complex and nuanced modes of activation inherent to the vibrational sys-

tems of acoustic instruments, electronic musical systems begin with a foundational need for 

expressive control of their sound processes. This dissertation examines the role of the control 

layer in structuring synthesis and articulating the myriad dynamic processes which are used 

for the sculpting of sounds in time. It evaluates elements of the control layer in terms of char-

acteristic behaviors that they can bestow upon sound parameters, and explores the utility of 

defining higher-level control systems which are capable of behaviors that would be difficult to 

achieve otherwise. Several new musical systems are created which showcase how diverse 

methods of screen-based visualization can provide conceptual and parametric structure for 

these systems.
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This is demonstrated in Chapter 2 through the design of amalgamated systems for gen-

erating musical form that draw from traditional electronic methods, but are presented as con-

trasting visuospatial relationships which reveal useful sonic relationships. The control systems 

presented in Chapter 3 are modeled on physical properties related to change in the real world: 

the accumulation and dissipation of energy over time, and characteristics of motion and iner-

tia. It’s shown how simple, physically-inspired approaches can build upon our innate under-

standing of real world environments, allowing us to design systems and interactions which 

feel metaphorically familiar, and contribute similarly to the musical behaviors that they evoke. 

Visual methods are thus exemplified as uniquely conducive to the conceptualization and real-

ization of expressive musical systems.
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1 The Structure of Electronic Musical Systems

Music is a time-based medium: to experience it is to observe changes unfolding over 

time. This process occurs across several time scales simultaneously. The physical basis of 

sound—the fluctuation of pressure—requires the passage of time. The perception of sound—

the cognitive awareness and identification of it—requires the passage of time, as does the 

broader contextualization of sounds as music. The recognition of structures such as rhythm 

and melody takes place over longer durations. At each scale, exactly which properties change, 

and how and when they do so, determines much about the perceived qualities, behaviors, and 

expression within the music.

In the performance of acoustic instruments, the instrument is a mechanical system 

designed to elicit acoustic responses to physical stimuli. The performer’s varied means of 

interaction with the instrument are a primary source of musical expression; acoustic instru-

ments are almost solely designed for live interaction, to be excited by the forces and nuances 

of bodily movement. Performance is an act of physically guiding the accumulation and 

release of energy within an instrument, navigated through the continuous, multi-sensory eval-

uation of physical feedback. Electronic musical systems, in contrast, are largely devoid of this 

sort of physicality, in regards to both sound generation and performance. Sound is generated 

and processed electronically, and absent the complex and nuanced modes of activation inher-
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ent to the vibrational systems of acoustic instruments, electronic musical systems begin with a 

foundational need for expressive temporal control of their sound processes. The solutions 

have, for the most part, been twofold: while history has seen one form of tactile control deliv-

ered by piano-style keyboards, those are often eschewed for far more generalized forms of 

input—switches, potentiometers, and external signals—and in these we find the development 

and adoption of control methods which are themselves fundamentally electronic. There are 

great advantages to such an approach, as electronics offer precision, consistency, complexity, 

and automation. If a process—a musical gesture, for instance—can be defined through elec-

tronic means, it can be repeated reliably; the primary concern is therefore in conception: one 

must envisage and realize musically useful methods of electronic control.

This text is concerned with the control of electronic music systems, a term which will 

be used to encompass both traditional analog electronics as well as the software-based sys-

tems which are built upon them. These will be considered in terms of interactive structures for 

shaping musical form, and exhibited behaviors that articulate those forms. These facets are 

examined in the context of combinatory, signal-based systems, as well as in physically-

inspired scenarios that relate sonic events to embodied experience. It will also examine how 

the visual interface can aid conceptualization, and thereby enable the development of control 

systems whose workings would otherwise be too opaque to interact with efficiently.

1.1 The Symbiosis of Audio and Control

Music technologies—synthesizers, audio effects processors, controllers—lend them-

selves to analysis as systems: systems comprised of yet smaller, interoperable systems which 
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together form some larger identity. In the case of synthesizers and audio effects, a primary and 

longstanding distinction exists, both conceptually and technically, between what can be 

termed the audio layer, and its complement, the control layer. The audio layer consists of all 

of the signals which are intended, at one point or another, to be listened to. They flow sequen-

tially from one process to another—being filtered, attenuated, and so on—from input to out-

put. The control layer exists in symbiosis with this, with the explicit purpose of influencing 

signals in the audio layer. It does this only through indirect means, however, as it operates 

upon the parameters of those processes within the audio layer. Control layer elements such as 

envelopes and switches are responsible for defining states and directing changes over time 

within the larger system. Therefore, while the audio layer is concerned with tone and timbre, 

the control layer is occupied with structure, relationships, and dynamics.

1.1.1 Modular Synthesis

To demonstrate how the control layer functions in electronic musical systems, we’ll 

consider modular synthesis. This is an apt domain, since its architecture explicitly embodies 

the notion of a system comprised of smaller, compartmentalized systems. In modular synthe-

sis, a typical module is dedicated to one particular task. A standard oscillator module, for 

instance, will generate continuous and unremitting periodic signals at some specified fre-

quency within the audible range of human hearing, but will do little else. These signals belong 

to the audio layer because we intend to listen to them, but they are nevertheless inaudible in 

their current form, existing within the module as electrical signals only; in order to transduce 

one of the oscillator’s signals into an audible tone, connection to an additional module is 

needed—an amplifier—as well as a speaker. The separation of tasks is by design: the ethos of 
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modular synthesis is to avoid, wherever possible, preconceiving the intent of users, because 

designing for one use case might preclude other potential uses.

 The oscillator was said to produce periodic signals at a specified frequency. Fre-

quency is therefore a parameter which can be varied, which begs the question as to the man-

ner in which it should be specified. This is an important consideration; in fact, it is the funda-

mental question in terms of the control layer, raised again and again at points all throughout 

the design process, and its myriad solutions will define how we work with and characterize 

instruments and other examples of music technology: how exactly should things change?

To begin with, some form of manual control is almost always present. For the experi-

mental musicians of the early 1960s who were using industrial oscillators to record tones to 

tape, a potentiometer—adorned by a knob which could be physically grasped and rotated, and 

whose orientation could be observed—was the only means of changing an oscillator’s fre-

quency. The mechanism was appropriately simple and functional for its intended purpose of 

specifying fixed frequencies, but inadequate in use as a musical interface. The reasons for this 

are rooted in the design of the mechanism itself: a potentiometer has one degree of freedom, 

and therefore rotating from one position to another requires sweeping through every position 

in between, thereby imposing a continuity upon any changes in frequency. Furthermore, the 

mechanical nature of its operation imposes friction upon the process. Friction has definite 

benefit here—it serves to smooth rotation by providing a useful minor force for muscles to 

work against—but also means that frequency changes can’t be instantaneous, as they require 

both effort and time; every change in pitch is made a glissando. Another property which frus-

trated real-time musical use was the limited rotational range of a potentiometer—roughly ¾ of 
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a turn—which made precise temporal coordination of parameters such as frequency—which 

have extremely wide-ranging values—difficult to finesse.

There were aids and workarounds, of course, but it was these limitations, in tandem 

with the laborious process of tape splicing, which inspired the widespread adoption of a 

robust, general-purpose control system known as voltage control, and with it the birth of the 

modular synthesizer (Buchla 1983, 16). The technique, which is still in widespread use today, 

allows for any parameters of an electronic circuit which are variable, such the frequency of an 

oscillator, to be automated by means of an applied voltage within a specified range (0-10 

volts, for instance). However the voltage changes, so too does the parameter, and any number 

of external signals can be summed together to control parameters in this way. The potentiome-

ter itself provides one of these signals, because as an electromechanical device it transduces 

an applied torque into the mechanical attenuation of an electrical voltage: voltage which 

determines frequency, in this case. Because the hardware is often just an interface to the 

underlying voltage control, most parameters in a modular synthesizer are addressable in both 

ways.

Voltage control frees us to alter parameters completely arbitrarily, in any manner 

which an electrical signal can describe. A purely voltage-based signal has effectively no limit 

to how quickly it can change in level, and even discontinuous changes are trivially achieved, 

thanks to the speed of the underlying electronic components. In contrast, the comparatively 

humble functionality of the potentiometer reveals a broader insight into the control of elec-

tronic musical systems: any control mechanism we choose will impart its own set of possibili-

ties and constraints on how we use it, and therefore upon its ability to articulate changes in 

sonic parameters.
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In voltage control, we have a system in which any type of change over time is theoreti-

cally possible. In practice, however, a very limited set of functions have taken hold, and this 

seems to reflect the concept within larger culture of what a synthesizer is. Synthesis pioneer 

Don Buchla referred to his creations as electronic musical instruments, explicitly renouncing 

the term synthesizer as one that had been “preempted by people who put keyboards onto elec-

tronic tone generators, with a mapping between the two that is the same mapping one finds in 

a piano” (Buchla 1982, 21). This statement was made in the early 80s, but the assessment 

remains accurate almost 40 years later. Commercial synthesizer design has centered itself 

almost exclusively around the use of piano-style keyboards for control, to the point that the 

term keyboard came to connote not just the control interface, but the synthesizer as a whole. 

In that light, it’s worth reaffirming that the piano keyboard is the product of hundreds of years 

of evolution, a complex mechanical system crafted for the very specific purpose of swinging 

an array of hammers at an array of strings which have been tuned to the discrete intervals of 

Western 12-tone music (Figure 1); it should be easy to see why an input mechanism with such 

an intense and narrow focus would bear such strong influence on any musical system that it 

interfaced with.
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Figure 1: The action mechanism used for each of the 88 keys of a grand piano (Unknown n.d.).

Within its scope, the piano keyboard is nevertheless an expressive input device. Each 

individual key is a lever which sets an inertial system into motion, with a velocity propor-

tional to its activating force. The weighting of the key—the mass pushing back against the 

force of the finger—provides an opportunity for variation in handling, and therefore for 

expressive control: not only can the key can be struck with varying intensity, but the hammer 

itself can be launched from a range of intermediate positions along the key’s travel. The 

resulting behavior is that of striking, and the variables involved are the timing and intensity of 

the strike, with the range of the latter progressing from pressing, to tapping, and so on.

Synthesizers, however, are not played from piano keyboards.1 The keyboards which 

are used to drive synthesizers have at best a simple mass to emulate the resistance of the 

piano’s mechanics, and at worst, the rigid resistance of an electronic momentary switch that 

the key lies upon detachedly. Most are somewhere in between, and in losing the ability to 

shuffle a weighted hammer beneath your fingers, the common synthesizer keyboard loses a 

human-driven expressive dimension while maintaining its steadfast devotion to piano imper-

1 Exceptions to the rule are found in systems such as the Disklavier and Moog Piano Bar.
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sonation, a dictate so pervasive as to leave little room for intervention by other forms of con-

trol. This illuminates a divide between keyboard-driven synthesizers, augmented by some 

minor auxiliary control functions, and the exceptions to that paradigm—primarily drum 

machines and modular synthesizers—which rely heavily on sequencers and other function 

generators for input and direction.2

1.1.2 Modulation

In the context of synthesis and signal processing, the term modulation refers to the use 

of one signal to modify another3 (Roads 1996, 215), and with voltage control the need arises 

for control voltages (CVs), which are the signals produced by voltage generators, also known 

as modulators. All modulators describe transitions: the way something moves from here to 

there, from one value to another. Taken together, the nature of these transitions describe how 

the parameters of a sound change over time, and contribute to the perception of that process, 

in a related concept from electro-acoustic practice termed morphology. In his essay Meta  ⌿

Hodos, the composer James Tenney articulated the significance of accounting for even minor 

fluctuations in the parameters of a sound: “we will have to admit that an adequate description 

of the morphological features of a [sound] may involve several different parametric profiles—

that it will, in fact, involve every parameter in which some perceptible change occurs in the 

course of the [sound]” (Tenney 1961, 66). The framing of this statement—made in terms of 

parameters and parametric profiles—provides for a straightforward translation to electronic 

practice, reinforcing that modulation, even at the smallest scales, can be paramount in defin-

2 Real-time audio programming environments can be seen as a superset of the two approaches, embracing the 
keyboard tradition at the same time as providing comprehensive alternatives.

3 This is a meaning distinct from that used to describe a change of key in the context of tonal music (Bourne 
2013).
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ing the character of electronically generated sounds. It also suggests that the depth of modula-

tion—the scale of its influence upon a parameter—is a nuanced property, potentially as signif-

icant a contributor to a sound as any other aspect.

There are several classes of modulators, each functioning on a different set of princi-

ples, and thereby producing characteristic sets of behaviors which are reflected in their output 

signals. As is the nature of the control layer, we don’t hear modulators directly, we hear the 

effect that they have on the parameters they’ve been applied to. The dominant input sources 

are either keyboards (which technically function as transitory pitch modulators) or step 

sequencers. However, almost every synthesizer in history includes envelope generators (EGs) 

and low-frequency oscillators (LFOs) as well. I’ll describe the relevant attributes of these lat-

ter three classes of modulators so that they can inform considerations of behavior that will be 

discussed in Chapter 2, while acknowledging that there are several other electronic sources of 

modulation, including external control voltage inputs, envelope followers, and algorithmic 

and stochastic processes.

1.1.2.1 Low-Frequency Oscillators

Oscillators are one of the most common modulators because of their dual utility: 

they’re useful both in the audio range of 20-20,000 Hz in applications such as frequency mod-

ulation (FM) and overlap-add (OLA) waveform mixing, but also at sub-audio, or control 

rates, where they are traditionally referred to as low-frequency oscillators (LFOs). In this 

range, where they can no longer be described as producing tones, they are instead character-

ized according to their waveforms, and the repeating figures that are traced by their contours, 

and translated by time into motion.
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Figure 2: Iconic waveforms of synthesis. The top row contains bipolar forms, while those in the bottom row are 
unipolar. A: square, B: ramp, C: sawtooth, D: triangle, E: sinusoid.

To consider the behaviors inherent to an LFO, we’ll begin with an idealized square 

wave (Figure 2A). This waveform, which alternates between two perfectly constant values, 

represents the most basic type of change that we can achieve: switching instantaneously 

between any two states. There is effectively no transition involved, and the controlled parame-

ter spends an equal proportion of time holding at values A and B, which could be directing 

two pitches, for example, or two different envelope decay times. The composer Henri 

Pousseur, for instance, has described his use of square waves from an LFO to modulate oscil-

lator pitch as effecting “a ‘double’ voice, like a Bach sonata for violin where you have two 

voices alternating” (Pousseur 2005, 9). In contrast, the linear waveforms ramp, sawtooth, and 

triangle (Figure 2B, C, D) are in perpetual transition, progressing at a constant rate between 

the two extremes of their value range, but—unlike the square wave—never maintaining any 

held state. A sinusoidal waveform (Figure 2E) is another which is always in transition, but 

with a rate of change that is constantly varying. Because the shape of a sinusoid is a direct 
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correlate of the projection onto one dimension of a phasor4 rotating in two dimensions (Figure

3), that second spatial dimension is still implied by the sinusoid’s rate of change in amplitude: 

slowest at its extremes, where it spends time traversing this unseen depth, and fastest across 

zero; compare this to the kinetic behavior of a triangle wave.

A
m

pl
itu

de

Im
ag

in
ar

y

Time

Real sin(ωt)

Figure 3: Projection of a rotating phasor onto its imaginary axis, resulting in the generation of 
a sine wave (redrawn from Smith 2007).

These are the few canonical waveforms which appear time and again in synthesizer 

design, but any arbitrary, repeating motion is attainable if only the waveform describing it can 

somehow be generated. The most flexible LFOs incorporate some means of modifying their 

waveforms dynamically to produce variations on the standard forms. Wavetable synthesis 

offers yet another approach: the ability to store single cycles of any conceivable audio signal 

for use as periodic functions. The caveat is that these wavetables are pre-rendered, and there-

fore immutable, but the usual solution is to simply store as many different waveforms as pos-

sible, and switch between them as desired.

4 The term phasor is a portmanteau of phase vector—a vector representing phase in the complex number 
plane.
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1.1.2.2 Step Sequencers

Step sequencers have been central to the development of the various genres of loop-

based music. What I’ll describe here is by far the most common (and also least flexible) con-

figuration. At the heart of the step sequencer lies the metronome: electronic in implementa-

tion, but otherwise functionally analogous to its mechanical namesake. Its raison d’être is to 

establish a clock: a perfectly regular timing reference. But whereas a mechanical metronome 

simply delineates intervals of time, the step sequencer schedules actions that will occur in 

synchrony with the passing of those intervals. Those actions comprise the sequence, whose 

length, structure, and repetition—more so than the regularity of the metronome alone—are 

what give rise to the “loop” in loop-based music.

The sequence itself is mapped onto a series of steps, or stages, which are regions of 

equal duration, each dividing the sequence’s period by the same temporal division (typically 

16th notes). Control events, such as envelope triggering, can be initiated at the onset of any of 

these intervals, and at no other time.5 The tradeoff for such limited choices and rhythmic uni-

formity is, of course, efficiency: with sparse options for the timing of events, the events them-

selves can be arranged and rearranged very quickly, to the point that step sequencers tend to 

be designed with this form of real-time composition in mind.

0
Figure 4: A pattern typical of step sequence generation.

5 Some types of step sequencer—particularly those which are found in drum machines—commonly adopt a 
rudimentary model of swing that offsets the onset of every 2nd 16th note by an equal but variable proportion 
of time.
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Each step allows the specification of one or more independent values, all of which are 

held constant for the duration of the current step, as exemplified in Figure 4. This seemingly 

simple behavior is a key property of what the composer Trevor Wishart has referred to in his 

own work as morphological multiplexes: “sounds which flip rapidly back and forth between a 

number of distinct states. […] Such sounds are coherent in the sense that the overall field of 

possibilities remains constant but the immediate state of the object is constantly changing in a 

discontinuous fashion” (Wishart 1996, 95).

1.1.2.3 Envelope Generators

Envelope generators are nearly as ubiquitous as oscillators. Like step sequencers, their 

values progress through one or more timed stages. But whereas the typical step sequencer is 

driven by a clock, resulting in equal durations for all stages, an envelope generator is driven 

by a series of independently variable timers, one per stage. The envelope generator’s default 

state is resting, and it typically starts and ends at a value of zero. When initiated, its value 

travels from zero to its peak value over some specified amount of time. Upon reaching this 

peak value, the first stage is complete, and if there is a further stage, then the envelope’s value 

advances towards the next stage’s target value at that stage’s specified rate. Upon completion 

of the final stage, the envelope’s value has returned to zero. Its behavior is therefore a 

sequence of rising, falling, and potentially holding motions (discussed below).
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0
Figure 5: Envelopes of increasing complexity, from left to right: attack-decay (AD), attack-hold-decay (AHD) 
(also referred to as attack-sustain-release (ASR)), and attack-decay-sustain-release (ADSR).

There are many variations on this theme, but the most common by far is the ADSR 

envelope (Figure 5), an acronym for the names of the stages in its sequence: attack, decay, 

sustain, and release. It was one of the first synthesizer modules to be specified, a request made 

of nascent synth designer Robert Moog by the composer Vladimir Ussachevsky (Pinch and 

Rocco 2002, 59). The ADSR is an example of a control mechanism which was likely intended 

to emulate the physical injection and dispersion of energy within a system (topics relevant to 

Chapter 3, Energy Systems), in particular the amplitude envelope resulting from the piano 

action of a hammer striking a string, holding against it, and then withdrawing. The attack por-

tion of such a sound is the amount of time for the sound to build to its peak amplitude, after 

which it begins an immediate decay. The sustain parameter is not actually a duration but a 

level at which the amplitude will remain for as long as the key is held (this is an example of 

making use of technology to selectively modify a natural behavior: even with the sustain 

pedal engaged, the amplitude of an acoustic piano will continually diminish, eventually reach-

ing silence). The release stage is initiated as soon as the key is released, and more fittingly 

realizes the naturally-occurring fade to silence as energy is exhausted from the system. 

Although I’ve maintained the piano reference here for the purposes of illustration, it’s impor-

tant to note that there is nothing which ties the use of envelopes to piano-style keyboards 

(except for the weight of tradition); envelopes can be initiated and held by a variety of elec-
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tronic means, and input-agnostic operation was in fact imperative to Ussachevsky’s specifica-

tion for the ADSR.

Since envelopes begin and end at zero, they’re useful for temporary excursions away 

from and returning to an initial value, with the dynamics of this movement dictated by the 

duration and linearity of each individual stage. Although envelopes are commonly employed 

as amplitude controls, they can impart a sense of motion when applied to almost any parame-

ter. Percussive responses can be suggested by quick attacks followed by relatively short 

decays, while long attacks are indicative of growing or emerging behaviors.

1.1.2.4 Commonalities

Envelope generators such as the Buchla 281 Quad Function Generator are capable of 

automatically re-triggering themselves upon completing their final stage, making their opera-

tion cyclic, like the LFO and step sequencer. Because this attribute of repetition is then com-

mon to all three of these classes of modulators, it can be instructive to consider what other 

relations exist between them. The LFO repeats a single waveform at a constant rate (although 

the technique of wavetable synthesis does allow for any number of predefined, arbitrary 

waveforms to be indexed and switched between). The step sequencer repeats a sequence of 

held (DC) values at a constant rate, although neighboring values are sometimes interpolated 

between using linear ramps, a behavior characteristic of envelope generators. Furthermore, 

some step sequencers can be run in one-shot mode, halting automatically at the end of the 

sequence, like an EG. However, unlike cycling envelope generators—which typically have to 

begin and end at zero—these types of step sequencers can end on any value. Finally, some 

step sequencers, such as the Buchla MARF (Multiple Arbitrary Function Generator), are able 
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to function analogously to envelope generators, in that each step can have a variable duration. 

In this light, these three classes of modulators appear more like three interrelated variations on 

pattern generators.

1.1.3 Structuring Electronic Processes

Bob Ostertag once described the experience of composition with modular synthesizers 

as designing and setting in motion processes that are “idiomatically indigenous” to electronic 

systems (Ostertag 2002, 12). One of the most powerful aspects of working with modulators is 

that they aren’t simply monolithic functions, despite their presentation as such in almost every 

closed-configuration synthesizer in history. In modular synthesis, where the free patching of 

signals between modules is the paradigm’s defining priority, modulation functions can be 

combined or related in innumerable ways. This enables any particular modulator to serve as 

just one part of a larger, more complex function which can be used to drive a more articulate 

response for some parameter, or establish more nuanced relationships between multiple 

parameters. The interactive assembly of functions and systems is central to the experience of 

working with modular synthesis.

At the same time, there is definite value in codifying larger-scale structures which 

prove to be musically useful, and have been refined through the interactive process. This is, 

after all, how synthesizer modules themselves come to be, and at the next level up, how elec-

tronic musical systems—instruments, if you will—come to be. As it is, there’s a large chasm 

between the discrete, low-level systems of modular synthesis and the fully integrated, closed 

systems of synthesis and audio processing products. In searching for alternatives to keyboard-

driven synthesis, an accessible and fertile ground lies in the conception of control systems of 
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intermediate complexity, representing higher-level behaviors that music can be organized 

around. Currently, this realm is largely occupied by sequencers, a broad and open-ended cate-

gory which has nevertheless ossified in thought and form.

Thor Magnusson suggests that “new musical practice can be characterised by a move 

from composing work to inventing systems” (Magnusson 2019, 1). This statement harkens 

directly back to Ostertag, and his reflections on his modular practice of the 1970s, where 

“‘playing’ the composition involved […] intervening in the evolution of the process one had 

set up” (Ostertag 2002, 12). Of course, composition in this respect has been the modus 

operandi for the past 50 years of modular synthesis, but the contemporary ubiquity of comput-

ing platforms, combined with the maturation of real-time audio programming environments, 

has greatly extended the reach of systems design as an integral part of musical practice and 

expression. Magnusson, for example, points to the composer Jonathan Impett’s expressed 

need to define “a unit of musical behaviour which encapsulates materials and behaviours from 

multiple sources which is formed by the interaction of several dynamical systems” (Impett 

2000, 29). Magnusson posits that, given the diverse, open-ended, and ephemeral nature of 

software, the language of electronic musical systems will increasingly need to incorporate 

higher-level descriptors of architectural structures and behaviors.

Indeed, computing—and I would highlight the visualization potential of software in 

particular—has expanded the realm of electronics, and therefore the processes which might be 

considered “idiomatically indigenous” to its domain. The remainder of this dissertation will 

follow my own inquiries and concurrent developments in the design of software systems for 

musical control, through which I hope to reveal new territory.
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2 Hybrid Looping Structures

Figure 6: Six shape sequences crafted within the Wave Sequences environment.

The work in this chapter emerged from reflections on the Wave Sequences environ-

ment (Figure 6) which I created as a part of my masters thesis (Haywood 2011). Amongst 

other things, that project examined the viability of replacing all modulation functions in a syn-

thesizer (pitch inputs, envelopes, LFOs, etc.) with a handful of shape-based sequences com-
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posed from primitive waveforms. The palette included the requisite sine, triangle, sawtooth, 

and square waves, but also counted circular forms, stepped functions, and noise. Although the 

collection was small in relation to the diverse behaviors one might hope for, the waveforms 

could be arranged in any order, and entirely new waveforms could be derived and subse-

quently replicated that were real-time functions of two existing sequences, such as the average 

or the product. The constraints of the system were undoubtedly limiting—especially in 

regards to pitch and to event durations—but its unconventional approach to control by way of 

graphical form made it interesting to observe and work with. The most inspired results, how-

ever, tended to arise only after establishing a fair degree of complexity, at which point it 

became challenging to keep track of the myriad processes at work.

2.1 The Patterned LFO

Figure 7: The Patterned LFO, in its entirety.

In 2013, I created the Patterned LFO (Figure 7), a new project which distilled ideas 

from my earlier Wave Sequences. At the time, I was unaware of Curtis Roads’ declaration that 

“the composition of music has evolved into an interactive process of directly sculpting sound 
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morphologies on multiple time scales” (Roads 2005, 295), but my own thoughts were very 

much attuned to this concept. In evaluating my previous work, I saw a clear need to simplify, 

which aligned with a desire for the creative process to take on a more sculptural and immedi-

ate feel. To these ends, I began by substantially reducing the parameter space of the system. I 

decided upon limiting the system to two sequences only, so that the focus could be on the 

interplay between them. The sequences would permit only half as many elements (although 

the actual number would be variable), and this time the choice of waveform would apply to 

the sequence as a whole. This significantly reduced the complexity of form which could be 

attained, but in exchange it allowed for quickly defining the overall trajectory: rising and fall-

ing, rising only, stepping between held values, and so on. Together, these changes tilted the 

system’s behavior closer to that of an LFO as opposed to a sequence. The system’s scope was 

also relaxed, such that it would no longer be tasked as a synthesizer’s sole source of modula-

tion, even as it managed to combine properties of LFOs, sequencers, and envelope generators 

into a single, hybrid modulator.

The Patterned LFO (PLFO) is therefore a looping, clock-synchronized modulator in 

two parts which generates four simultaneous output signals. Conceptually, it begins by 

extending the low frequency oscillator—normally an infinitely repeating periodic form—into 

a short sequence of one to four repetitions (Figure 8A). By sequencing the waveforms, the 

amplitude of each repetition can be altered individually, nullifying the modulation at full 

attenuation, and thereby solving a structural problem which had long irked me: I wanted an 

LFO whose output could be automatically muted every other cycle, for instance (Figure 8B), 

or every fourth cycle (Figure 8C), and continuous control of amplitude allows for this as well 

as for attenuations which are more nuanced (Figure 8D). The PLFO has a number of wave-
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forms to make use of, all unipolar so that the output can be used in place of an envelope gen-

erator or sequencer if desired.

A B

C D
Figure 8: Various attenuations of a sequence (A) with four repetitions.

There are two such sequences, each with its own output signal which can be assigned 

to any synthesis parameter. The two are identical in function but independent of one another, 

aside from the fact that both are ultimately clocked to an integer multiple of the song tempo. 

The clock’s purpose is to establish a looping, repeating time structure which patterns can be 

built in relation to, and it allows one sequence to run at exactly 3 times the rate of the other, 

for example, while maintaining perfect sync. This timing system is made more flexible by 

defining a continuously-variable phase offset from the clock so that events can be initiated at 

any point within the clock cycle while still matching its frequency. Each sequence can be 

freely offset in phase, and with any non-zero phase offset, the region of the cycle which 

extends beyond the clock period will wrap around to the beginning, maintaining continuity of 

the content, as seen in Figure 7. Phase alignment is a central part of working with the PLFO, 

allowing the sequences’ contours to be finely juxtaposed for rhythmic swing or gestural effect 

with an unlimited range of temporal placement. Compare this to the dominant sequencer para-

digm in which the only option available is to shift every 2nd 16th note uniformly within a nar-

row percentage range. Because both of the sequences can be offset, their phases are relevant 

not just in reference to one another, but to the song’s meter as well.
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2.1.1 Min/Max and Swapping Behaviors

A composite display directly beneath the two sequences assists with phase and ampli-

tude alignments by superimposing the output of two additional and very interesting signals, 

derived from the sequences themselves using a pair of overlooked functions: the siblings min-

imum and maximum, colloquially referred to as min and max.6 The logic of these comparison 

functions is simple: input two signals, and output one signal which is the instantaneous value 

of the lesser of the two (min), and another signal which is the greater of the two (max). The 

relationship is that of a threshold-based switch, where the threshold is dynamic, and is a func-

tion of the two inputs.

What’s seen at the output of these functions is both obvious and peculiar, as demon-

strated in Figure 9: for as long as the instantaneous value of sequence 1 is less than that of 

sequence 2, the minimum output is an exact copy of sequence 1, and the maximum output is 

an exact copy of sequence 2. However, at the moment that the values of sequence 1 and 

sequence 2 cross, so that sequence 1 suddenly becomes greater in value than sequence 2, the 

minimum and maximum outputs effectively swap places with one another: the minimum sig-

nal takes on the trajectory that the maximum signal had, and vice versa.

6 Serge Modular users know the min and max functions as trough and peak, respectively.
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Sequence 1 output

Sequence 2 output

Max output

Min output

Min/max composite view

Figure 9: Discrete elements of the Patterned LFO visualization.

If these two outputs are used to drive two different synthesis parameters, then the 

effect is that the behavior of those parameters swaps whenever the signals meet. Synthesis 

parameters can thus trade personas on the fly: a rich tone whose pitch has been slowly sweep-

ing back and forth may begin to step between discrete pitches, while a filter whose resonance 

was sequenced across a series of states may start fluttering. And at some moment later, things 

reverse again. Because the dynamic switching is threshold-based and not time-based, the 

amplitude and phase of waveforms with slopes—ramps, triangles, and others whose levels 

change continuously in time—gains further significance in terms of timing, as changes to 

amplitude will also affect when the switching between modulation sources occurs.
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2.1.2 Correlated Behaviors

When used in conjunction with the output of one of the sequences, min and max create 

the opportunity to work with correlation as a contrapuntal aspect of composition. For 

instance, if parameter 1 is modulated by sequence 1, and parameter 2 is modulated by the min 

output, then so long as sequence 1 is less than sequence 2, parameters 1 and 2 will effectively 

be driven by the same signal: their behaviors will be correlated. At the moment that the value 

of sequence 1 overtakes that of sequence 2, the correlation is broken. Naturally, the percepti-

bility of this relationship will vary depending upon several factors: the parameters being con-

trolled, their initial values, the depth of modulation applied to them, and the linearity of their 

responses.

2.1.3 Working with the Interface

I intended for the PLFO’s interface to be relatively quick to work with, and for the 

most part, it is. The signal visualizations are clear and informative, and for the process of 

attenuation, almost necessary: because the sequences can have any phase, as well as an arbi-

trary number of repetitions, it can be ambiguous which repetition is which, and there’s no 

fixed spatial reference that the layout of external controls could be mapped to, for example. 

This potential deficiency is made irrelevant by the visualization, however, which allows you 

to simply grab the repetition that you’re interested in altering, with no need for intermediary 

notation.

There are only four operations that can be performed within the interface: clicking to 

select a number of repetitions; clicking to select a waveform; dragging horizontally to change 

the phase of a sequence; and dragging vertically to change the amplitude of individual repeti-
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tions. The first two are very fast, having a small number of values, and buttons which cycle 

continuously through those values in either direction. I tend to work with these parameters 

first, establishing a rough overall form, before exploring phase and amplitude in a more delib-

erate manner as I refine the patterns. There’s an interesting thing to note there, which is that as 

a consequence of the architecture—which offers one pair of signals derived from another pair

—changes made to any single parameter result in changes to three of the four output 

sequences (the current parameter’s sequence plus both the min and max sequences). The cog-

nitive burden of tracking changes to three or more synthesis parameters simultaneously may 

contribute to my finding that, in my own use, I spend an inordinate amount of time making 

fine adjustments to amplitudes, to the point that I’ve considered making amplitude control a 

simple on/off toggle to keep the process efficient. The issue is complicated by questions aris-

ing from physical interaction with the hardware: to date, I’ve only implemented the PLFO as 

a standalone application running on my laptop, so it could be that trackpad interaction—

where dragging requires that the trackpad be pinned down with a thumb while an adjacent fin-

ger tries simultaneously to slide across its surface with some semblance of composure—is 

simply arduous when it comes to making fine-grained adjustments. I’m in the process of port-

ing the software to a touchscreen environment, but I’m not confident that the dragging behav-

ior will be much more successful. The thumb hold will be obviated, but the vertically-drag-

gable region afforded to the finger will be relatively small on most devices, making for poor 

control resolution.
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2.2 The Phasor-Synth

Having collapsed the Wave Sequences project into the Patterned LFO, I wanted to 

expand things again to better understand certain dimensions of the systems that I was working 

with. In particular, I wanted to determine whether a larger dynamic in the number of divisions 

would be useful—i.e., 8:1 or more instead of 4:1—and also whether some dynamic means of 

waveform creation might provide a better experience than the static waveforms used to date. I 

used Pure Data (Pd) to prototype the resulting inquiry, which I refer to as the phasor-synth 

(Figure 10), as it was centrally constructed around the use of phasors as an exercise in the 

abstraction of form.

Figure 10: Core components of the phasor-synth.

The input structure is essentially the same as in the PLFO. The clock in this system is 

not event-based, but is implemented instead as a phasor—which, for our purposes here, is 

simply a periodic function which interpolates linearly from 0-1 over a specified amount of 
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time, returning instantaneously to zero before repeating the process. One advantage of a pha-

sor over an event-based system is that, as an audio-rate signal, the exact temporal position 

within a cycle is always known, because the phasor’s instantaneous value defines it. Phasors 

can also be shaped easily, and can be used to drive arbitrary functions if desired.

Once again, the clock drives two identical yet independent control paths, each begin-

ning with its own clock multiplier. This enables the system to simultaneously represent multi-

ple tempi—that of the clock, as well as any desired multiple of the clock. Selected integer 

multiples are employed here, but any arbitrary value is logically valid. Because the clock sig-

nal is a phasor, it can simply be multiplied by the desired number of subdivisions, wrapping 

the result between 0 and 1 to derive a new phasor which is phase-synchronous with the origi-

nal, and whose frequency is a multiple of it. In the PLFO, the number of divisions was limited 

to integers between 1 and 4 in order to accommodate the visual layout. In this realization, I 

created a phasor-based multiplier which could multiply or divide by as much as a factor of 16 

in either direction. At their extremes, the output of one multiplier could be 16², or 256 times 

the rate of the other. This was a far greater dynamic than I anticipated needing, but my aim 

was to identify the useful range, not to presuppose it. The next stage is a phasor-based phase 

rotator, which required no modification to the behavior as realized in the PLFO, and while it 

did gain the ability to be modulated at audio rates, applications of that aren’t examined here.
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Figure 11: Output from the three variable shapers, with the duty cycles swept from 0-100% in 5 equal steps 
from left to right. Top row: pulse; middle row: ramp with variable duty cycle; bottom row: variable triangle.

Experimentation resumed in the subsequent stage, which applied shaping functions to 

the multiplied, phase-shifted phasor. Parameterized, real-time functions offered a dynamic 

means of generating form that would replace the precomputed waveforms of earlier realiza-

tions, and I planned the shapers (Figure 11) in terms of the utility that they could offer to the 

continuous-phase operation of the system. The first shaper that I added generated a rectangu-

lar waveform with pulse-width modulation (PWM), continuously adjustable from 0-100% 

duty cycle. Together with the ability to rotate phase, this could be used to demarcate any 

region within the cycle. It could serve as a logic signal, as input to real-time boolean functions 

such as AND or NOR, or as a gate function to drive envelopes incorporating a sustain or hold 

stage. The next shaper was a ramp waveform with variable duty cycle from 0-100%. This 

functioned identically to the rectangular shaper, except that a linear ramp running from 0-1 

occupied the positive region of the duty cycle, with any remaining values held at zero. This 

granted the possibility of following the shaper with a wavetable function whose timing and 

duration would mirror that of the duty cycle. The third shaper generated triangular waveforms 

whose slopes would track the end of the duty cycle, thereby morphing into sawtooth and ramp 
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waves at the extremes, with variable-slope triangular forms in between. This signal could be 

used on its own in place of a phasor for reading forwards and/or backwards (as described in 

the next section), or as a looping AD (attack-decay) envelope with constant duration. The 

final shaper offered was a sine shaper, nondescript and absent of any control parameters, 

although it was the only shaper to directly generate nonlinear curves.

Before any of these signals from either signal chain could arrive at the input to a syn-

thesizer parameter, they had to travel through a signal router and conditioner (Figure 10’s ps-

input-selector~). The first stage of this was a pair of 4-input, 1-output switches which col-

lected the outputs from each signal path respectively, passing only one selected signal each. 

At this point, the chosen signals could optionally be passed through a stepped function, con-

straining their values to 2-16 equally-proportioned levels (a quantizer could also have been 

substituted in its place). The stepping function had no effect on rectangular waveforms, but 

existed to compliment waveforms generated by the three slope-producing shapers, where the 

duration of each step was a function of the slope of the input signal.

The two chosen signals—one from each signal path—were now routed to a choice 

familiar from the PLFO: the signals from paths 1 or 2 could be chosen, or their minimum or 

maximum values. The resulting signal could then optionally be run through a 1-pole lowpass 

filter with a variable time coefficient to create a portamento effect. Finally, the signal would 

be scaled and offset as needed to control a parameter.

2.2.1 In Use

The expansion of the multiplier is perhaps the one aspect of the phasor-synth which 

was easy to evaluate. I’ve found that I make regular use of divisions down to 8, and occasion-
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ally as low as 16. For multiplication, however, my upper limit is usually no more than 2, with 

the occasional use of 3 and 4, and never any higher. The difference between the two multipli-

ers is rarely more than a factor of 4, which happens to coincide with the maximum allowable 

difference in the PLFO. Therefore, it seems that an extended range may be useful, but a 

selectable offset may actually be more desirable than an expansion. This would be serendipi-

tous, as it wouldn’t require any significant redesign of the PLFO’s visual interface.

The shaping functions are difficult to evaluate because of the complexity which accu-

mulates throughout the signal chain as a result of their implementation. There are two sets of 

four shapers to choose from, six of them variable. Furthermore, the shapers are functions 

which were intended to drive other functions, so their utility is jointly determined by the oper-

ations that follow. I find it most practical to consider them individually.

2.2.1.1 Driving Envelopes

I used the rectangular functions as gates which drove AHD (attack-hold-decay) 

envelopes with logarithmic slopes. Gate durations were determined by the pulse widths, and 

were thereby defined as proportions of the current clock sync rate, while gate onsets were 

handled by the phase controls. Adjustments to either of these parameters define the two mod-

ulators’ relative positions in the cycle, at any degree of overlap or opposition. Because pulse 

width is continuously variable from 0-100%, varying it divides the loop temporally into a pro-

portion of on-time to off-time. The perceived onsets and releases will occur sometime shortly 

after these transitions, depending upon several factors, but the most germane being the tran-

sient times of the envelopes being driven, and whether the envelopes overlap temporally or 

not. The envelopes’ transient times (attack and decay, in my case) are very significant in a 
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loop: short transients result in events which feel abrupt and staccato, while increasingly long 

transients begin to gradually coalesce any regions which are in temporal proximity to one 

another.7 If envelopes overlap, then they can be united as one single, continuous event by the 

max function, whose signal might be considered the traced outline or the shadow of the two 

(as opposed to the sum, which would ply one atop the other). Working with envelopes was the 

easiest application of the phasor-synth, partially because it was the most familiar in terms of 

synthesis practice, but also because it was the simplest in terms of form.8

2.2.1.2 Creating Stepped Functions

The stepping function existed to transform the character of the sloped signals from 

constant progression to abrupt leaps between discrete, held states, using a variable number of 

steps. This was useful at times, but it wasn’t a particularly flexible technique unless combined 

with another signal through the use of min or max, as progressions through the series of steps 

would always be sequential. As an alternative, I also explored the possibility of focusing only 

on the output of the variable triangle, and using it to drive a collection of wavetables with its 

alternating forward and reverse motions, which would cause the wavetable’s contents to be 

mirrored, but also shifted and stretched according to the proportion of time spent reading in 

either direction, as determined by the duty cycle (Figure 12). In an effort to limit complexity, I 

chose to work with tables of stepped functions, and created all permutations of a series of 3 

elements with 4 values. I excluded any which were fully DC, as well as those which were 

identical except for phase, since full phase control was already provided for, leaving 20 

7 A phenomenon which Roads has curiously dubbed fuzzy timing (Roads 2015, 287).

8 This is somewhat contingent upon the type of envelope used. For example, a multistage EG with internal 
looping, such as the Universal Event Generator by Encore Electronics, would certainly engender greater 
complexity.
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unique tables. I now had stepped functions with both sequential and non-sequential values, 

and I could switch between them at will.

Figure 12: Reading a stepped function (bottom row) with a variable triangle (top row). The variable triangle’s 
duty cycle is swept from 0-100% in 5 equal steps from left to right. Notice the rate of spatial shifting in the 
stepped function’s middle value in relation to that of the values at its extremes.

In practice, however, reading the wavetables with the variable triangle wasn’t particu-

larly useful, as the resulting functions weren’t visualized, and therefore had to be inferred 

through examination of the triangle’s current duty cycle in relation to the image of the 

wavetable. Because the contents of the waveform shift (and also stretch anytime the duty 

cycle is other than 0 or 100%), there are corresponding temporal shifts which are internal to 

the cycle, and these are sometimes interesting when they allow a brief portion of the other 

modulator break through, but are at other times an additional and distracting source of phase 

shift. I found that I rarely used the second shaper, the variable-width ramp. While I still find 

the concept interesting, the way in which it rescaled the duration of functions made them feel 

too elastic, and untethered. The sine shaper was musically useful, also in conjunction with the 

stepper, but was limited in comparison to the other functions by its lack of variable shaping.

***

The phasor-synth is perhaps strongest at demonstrating how central visualization can 

be to the generation of complex forms, because the phasor-synth’s visualization system is 

very poor. There is no overall map of the current sequence as in the PLFO, only small oscillo-
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scopes at the output which act equivalently to a level-driven LED in an analog synth—useful 

for an indication of the signal’s instantaneous value and rough form, but not capable of plot-

ting it as a complete, contextualized structure. As it is, I’ve created a number of loops that 

exhibit interesting sounds and behaviors, but beyond the application of driving envelopes, I 

can’t say that I ever felt fully aware of the processes which were producing them, and there-

fore I had limited success in reasoning about how to push them in any particular direction.

2.3 Pousseur’s Parabola System

An interesting historical analog to these wave experiments exists in the work of Henri 

Pousseur, particularly his Huit Etudes Paraboliques (Eight Parabolic Studies) and the related 

Paraboles-Mix (Parabola-Mix) of the early 1970s. Through these works, Pousseur developed 

a compositional method—a control system, really—which he termed generalized periodicity, 

grounded in the voltage control of low-frequency oscillations, and conceptually informed by 

the physical properties of waves themselves: frequency, amplitude, waveform, and phase 

(Pousseur 1998, 58). When auditioning parameter changes driven at the rates he used—from 

1/60 Hz (one cycle per minute) to 100 Hz—the sensibility of this self-reference becomes evi-

dent: the slow modulations can ascribe a physical presence to the sound.

Pousseur created systems of as many as seven LFOs, whose outputs were often “inter-

modulated,” to use his somewhat ambiguous term, which potentially describes any of a num-

ber of combinatorial operations. In lecture, however, he has described summing and multi-

plicative operations, including what read as various configurations of multi-operator FM 

(albeit at control rates):
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The four main generators [are] connected in such a way that the sound of the 
upper right one is modulated rather quickly by the second, whose speed is 
modulated by the third, which is in turn modulated by the fourth. So you 
already have a variation of the speed of the modulation. Or instead of being in 
series you can have them have them in parallel. Then the different modulating 
signals will interfere with each other and you can set them as square waves or 
as sawtooth waves—or as any waves—and it gives you forms, structures. 
(Pousseur 2005)

This complex modulation ultimately drives the synthesis, and “influences the actual sonorous 

signal and confers upon it movements of pitch, color, texture, speed, and every sort of combi-

nation of these qualities” (Pousseur 1998, 60). Indeed, Miller Puckette has been able to create 

sounds which are visually and sonically similar to this work by summing frequency-swept 

square and triangle waves, as demonstrated in Figure 13 (Puckette 2015).

Figure 13: Example output from Puckette’s interpretation of Pousseur’s methods.

The scholar John Dack offers a concise summary of Pousseur’s approach:

He referred to the image of the standard electronic wave types such as saw-
tooth, triangle and sine-wave as a means to understand and control certain pro-
cesses in music. In addition, he was able to use the notion of a wave and, most 
importantly, the inter-modulation of waves to create other, more complex 
structures. […] He shows how one parameter can interact with another. Simple 
waves can interact to produce complex results. (Dack 2014, 5)

This commentary is reflective of my own work from this chapter, and yet there is one impor-

tant respect in which Pousseur’s interest in the wave-like structures of generalized periodicity 

was diametrically opposed: he rejected absolute periodicity in these works, and strove for 

musical processes through which he could effect continuous change over significant dura-

tions. Nevertheless, his experience of composing with his systems, as related by Dack, is ulti-

mately akin to my own: “Pousseur had a system at his disposal with which he could create 
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works which retained the sense of spontaneity but which could still be ‘practised’ and con-

trolled similar to an instrument (though I would not push this analogy too far). These various 

pieces of equipment allowed him to go on various ‘voyages sonores’ (sound travels) as if 

(according to him) he were a pilot on a boat or small plane” (Dack 2014, 4). Such is the expe-

rience of working with any system with properties which are correlated, interacting in some 

fundamental way: the nature of the system is revealed through its transformations, and one 

learns how to guide them.
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3 Energy Systems

Processes from the natural world are powerful models for interaction. On a fundamen-

tal level, they underlie the operation of all of our acoustic instruments (and, in a narrow but 

definite sense, our electronic ones, as well). However, an understanding of acoustics or of 

physics is unnecessary for us to understand the effects of many physical phenomena: forces 

such as gravity and friction are so fundamental to our experience navigating the world that we 

may rarely give them explicit consideration. Yet the extent of their influence is reflected the 

horizontal leveling of nearly all habitable spaces and produced goods: a response to the 

omnipresence of gravity, and its desire to roll away all things. The forms of natural processes 

are often simultaneously complex and familiar: complex because of the myriad influences 

guiding them, but familiar because they’re characteristics of the environment which has 

molded our human development. Consider, for example, the wind blowing through a leafy 

tree—an occurrence so common that it frequently fails in even capturing our attention. We 

easily understand the bounds of its behavior, but the details escape us, even under watchful 

inspection: they’re too numerous and too nuanced.

The physical processes of the world are given form through the accumulation and dis-

sipation of energy. Sound is, of course, a physical phenomenon: energy propagating through a 

compressible medium in the form of mechanical pressure waves. Both the design and the per-
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formance of acoustic instruments are studies in guiding the energy of mechanical vibrations. 

The projects in this chapter are concerned with physical properties and behaviors, as well as 

physical metaphors. They bring physics, and our lived understanding of it, into the control 

layer, addressing a void in electronic musical practice. I’ll begin by looking at a selection of 

representative works.

3.1 The Theremin

The theremin is notable not only as an early, thoroughly electronic instrument—

invented in 1920, and still manufactured today, 99 years later—but as one which is performed 

through bodily interaction with electromagnetic fields rather than direct, tactile manipulation, 

as fancifully depicted in Figure 14. The instrument features a pair of antennae, each emitting 

its own electromagnetic field. Through spatial proximity within these fields, the human 

body’s capacitance—its ability to store an electric charge—directly contributes to the capaci-

tance of the theremin’s input circuitry, driving the instrument’s pitch and amplitude in turn 

(Glinsky 2000, 25). Without a single touch, subtle movements of the performer’s body shift 

the stores of energy within the instrument. Bob Ostertag has pointed out a parallel between 

this aspect of theremin performance and Jimi Hendrix’ emblematic and corporeal performance 

of an electric guitar in a state of feedback, whereby its sound is transformed into an electronic 

phenomenon (Ostertag 2002, 13). More on the theremin will follow in section 3.5.1, The Vio-

lin/Theremin.
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Figure 14: 1928 flyer portraying the electron flow between the human body and the theremin (Glinsky 2000).
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3.2 Approaches to Modeling Energy

Physical modeling is a form of synthesis defined by its attempt to generate sounds by 

modeling the physical conditions which would produce them. Contrast this to what is termed 

abstract synthesis, which, broadly speaking, uses whatever synthesis methods are available to 

imitate the sound of a particular acoustic instrument. This latter approach has limitations, as it 

tends to aspire to a single, emblematic state of an instrumental voice, and therefore isn’t par-

ticularly dexterous in being able to extend the emulation to other states, or to transition 

between them in a naturalistic manner. Physical modeling, on the other hand, not only repro-

duces the sound, but more importantly, it does so as a natural consequence of modeling the 

spatial propagation of sound through an acoustic system. In successful models, this means that 

a representative range of sonic behaviors will emerge as a consequence of variations in the 

system’s input, a paradigm familiar to performers of acoustic instruments.

One significant drawback of this achievement is the computational demands of run-

ning such complex models at audio rates. Another is the tradeoff in simulation accuracy which 

is usually necessary to ensure that the modeled systems remain stable at all times. These two 

factors pose a difficulty in attempting exacting models of acoustic instruments, considering 

for example the quite subtle differences in the build of real-world violins that render one 

model mellifluous and another mediocre; now consider the difficulty of formulating a model 

capable of describing those differences, and combine it with a matching analogy regarding the 

skill of performers. For these reasons, one of the most promising aspects of physical modeling 

may be that it builds off of our inherent capacity to reason about physical representations, and 

this can be especially effective when translated beyond the audio layer’s generation of tone 

and timbre, and into the control layer.
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I have, for instance, employed a waveguide model of a plucked string as a way to 

pluck parameters, so to speak. Sometimes in the manipulation of control parameters during 

synthesis, I find myself wishing to add one very simple behavior to the ensemble: that of a 

string under tension which has been plucked. This is straightforward to implement: simply 

sum the signal output of the string model with the modulation input of the desired parameter, 

scaled and offset as needed. The string model isn’t heard directly, but the instantaneous 

motion of its decaying oscillation is superimposed onto the synthesis, as if the parameter itself 

has been plucked. The vibrational frequency of the string has a large effect on the outcome. 

I’ve found that in the context of modulation, relatively low frequencies can also be useful, 

requiring me to recompile my waveguide model with significantly longer delay lines than had 

been required by my standard use of the model as a tone generator.

3.2.1 Scanned Synthesis

Scanned synthesis (Verplank, Mathews, and Shaw 2000) also has as its basis a physi-

cal model of a vibrating object—such as a string under tension—which is not meant to be 

heard directly. In fact, the model’s rate of vibration is kept well below 15 Hz (a range the 

authors term haptic frequencies—those which they argue reflect the rates of human gesture), 

and its update rate is likely only double that, dramatically slowing the time base, and thereby 

the rate of propagation of waves throughout the system. The sounding waveforms are gener-

ated by scanning across the length of the vibrational model with an audio-rate periodic func-

tion, reporting the resulting amplitude values. This is, in essence, waveshaping synthesis, if 

the waveshaping function were a real-time, variable waveform; here, the function is a series 

of instantaneous amplitudes within the vibrational model.
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Figure 15: Scanned synthesis with haptic control of a string model (Verplank 1998).

Scanned synthesis was coupled with a number of gestural controllers over the years, 

beginning with the PHANToM haptic controller (Massie and Salisbury 1994), a hand-driven 

interface which provided motorized, multidimensional feedback to simulate physically touch-

ing, plucking, and even grabbing the vibrational model, as depicted in Figure 15. For the 

authors, the technique was a means of generating rich timbral variation that was explicitly tied 

to the bodily gesture of activating and manipulating the model.9 Nevertheless, both they and 

later practitioners (Boulanger, Smaragdis, and ffitch 2000, 3) remarked that the most sonically 

interesting results seemed to arise from somewhat arbitrary, non-standard configurations of 

their physical models, in a manner suggestive of prepared piano technique. It’s also interesting 

9 Tamara Smyth’s Tymbalimba, a gestural controller designed to emulate the buckling of ribs which excite the 
sound production system of cicada, is another take on this. The buckling system is modeled mechanically in 
hardware, and coupled to a software-based physical model of the voicing system (Smyth and Smith 2003).
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to note that in the video documentation that exists, the vibrational model is always visualized 

through the use of a real-time display. This is essential to the plucking and grabbing tech-

niques used in conjunction with the PHANToM, but not strictly necessary for controllers such 

as Max Mathews’ Radio Baton, which had a physical surface to map to, or the piano keyboard 

which was later employed by Boulanger.

3.2.2 Ruratae

Figure 16: The Ruratae environment, demonstrating three configurations of string 
meshes.

Ruratae (Allen 2014) is a physical modeling environment for constructing and per-

forming stringed instruments where both modeling and visualization are essential to working 

with the system, as they enable the implementation and use of theoretical methods which 

would be difficult to realize through real-world fabrication, and nearly infeasible as a live per-

formance practice. Its virtual strings are modeled on a mass-spring system, enabling real-time 

physical behaviors such as stretching, plucking, or even breaking. The project’s complexity 

and interest, however, emerges from the ability to anchor strings to any points along other 
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strings, forming acoustic webs of any arbitrary configuration and strength, as seen in Figure 

16.

***

A full-scale simulation is certainly not required for the creation of musically useful 

systems of control which are physically inspired. Castagné and Cadoz argue that the physical 

plausibility of a sound is the important factor, suggesting that synthesis techniques which in 

some way emulate psychoacoustic cues for the location and classification of sounds will be 

perceived as physically plausible, even if the sounds themselves do not evoke specific acous-

tic sources (Castagné and Cadoz 2003, 2). I’ve found, through a series of prototypes, that 

behaviors which are categorically physical in nature can arise from relatively simple systems, 

yet they can still be reasoned about and interacted with based on innate physical understand-

ing, or what has been referred to in the field of HCI as naïve physics in coordination with 

body awareness and environment awareness. These design themes posit that humans have 

common-sense knowledge about the physical world, including various forces and an under-

standing of scale, as well as proprioception, orientation, and the skilled control of our bodies 

(Jacob et al. 2008, 202). This will be examined further in sections 3.4, Gliding through Sig-

nals and 3.5, Systems which Require Energy.

3.3 The Untitled Installations

My own inquiries into energy systems began with a pair of installations, both untitled, 

which were concerned with the spatial dispersion of sound and energy. The first was focused 

on finding hidden energy, in the form of ultrasonic frequencies. For this, I built two identical 
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handheld devices10 which employed ultrasonic transducers to capture frequencies in the vicin-

ity of 40 kHz, roughly an octave above the upper range of human hearing. The frequencies of 

these inaudible signals were divided down by approximately four octaves so that they could 

be auditioned through small onboard speakers.

Figure 17: Installation view of one of the ultrasonic devices in use.

The devices were used by simply carrying them around, and attending to their output. 

Like a crude and directional handheld theremin, they would register their discoveries through 

increasingly loud and frenzied squeals. Almost any electrical source has the potential to emit 

frequencies within the detected range, so lighting fixtures, electronic ID scanners, and auto-

matic door openers were all worthy of examination. The installation site was curated with a 

collection of lamps outfitted with various types of lightbulbs, CRT televisions, and a surplus 

of electrical extension cords (Figure 17). The audible result from the devices was inevitably 

harsh, whether clicking or screeching, but you were tied to it through the gestural process of 

10 The enclosures to these devices were crafted by Jennifer Bewerse.
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discovery. Both the proximity and relative orientation of the devices to the signal source were 

relevant, so their use entailed waving, probing, and reorienting the body in order to articulate 

the contours of the unseen forms.

The second installation grew out of a desire to design a spatial visualization of the 

energy states of sounds during live performance. In analog synthesis, the standard form of sig-

nal visualization (if any means of visualization is present at all) is the use of a single LED to 

indicate the level of a signal, where the brightness of the LED is correlated to level. As some-

one who also designs for screens, I find that there’s something wonderful in the sparsity of 

information in a synthesizer’s constellation of LEDs, and I imagined a large mesh of them 

which could be draped over a performer’s table of equipment, relaxing to its contours and 

reaching out across the floor. The default state of the LEDs would be off, allowing for sounds 

to be represented on the mesh as clusters of points of light. Light on the mesh would behave 

as if it were in a gravitational flow field, entering at elevated regions and flowing downwards 

according to the local slope of the mesh; a three-dimensional timeline.

For the system to function as envisioned, it would need to be able to determine the 

spatial coordinates of each LED automatically, and I knew of no simple way to accomplish 

that. When I created a prototype using a single string of 30 LEDs (Figure 18), I chose one of 

several crude and tedious compromises instead: I manually drew the strip’s spatial contour as 

values in a graphical array, with one array index per LED. This was less than ideal, not least 

because the array indices were uniformly spaced, whereas the form I sought to replicate was 

not. Nevertheless, this process delivered a reasonable semblance of fluid motion from the 

extremely simple Newtonian model that I implemented, in conjunction with interpolation of 

the brightness values of adjacent LEDs.
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Figure 18: Time-lapse view of the installation.

The light strip itself was hung from the ceiling in what coincidentally drew rough 

approximation to a three-harmonic sawtooth wave, with three adjoining wells positioned in a 

stair-cased descent between two tall vertical walls. This simple, lissome form could coax a 

variety of motions out of the light-objects which fell at random locations within it, whether 

falling flat, directly into the base of a well, or streaking quickly down a wall, over a crest, then 

barreling down further. A handful of these light-objects could be present at once, all burning 

through a brief and fixed lifetime of a few seconds, over the course of which their illumina-

tion would dim, providing the opportunity for new energy to enter the landscape.

There wasn’t time to implement a sonic component for this first prototype, but I imag-

ined the light-objects functioning in two different ways: as initially conceived, conveying the 

values of external signals; or as potential control sources, whose characteristics and behaviors 

directed aspects of some external system. This simple setup already contained a wealth of 

parameters which could be put into use, even if most of them were not independent: location, 
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velocity, acceleration, distance travelled, proximity to others, number of intersections with 

others, age, and the number of objects alive simultaneously.

3.4 Gliding through Signals

A new project emerged from observations of the real-time spectral content of a wave-

shaping oscillator. As expected from the technique, an increase in the index of modulation 

will generate an increasing number of harmonics, and—as with any harmonic tone—a modu-

lation of the oscillator’s fundamental frequency will proportionally alter the spacing of its har-

monics. Through spectral visualization, such changes to frequency components and their 

amplitudes can be observed as motion across a spatial dimension.

This led me to consider the potential of generating and manipulating frequency com-

ponents not as sound to be heard directly, but as a structural element, a member of the control 

layer of synthesis. If spectral energy—the positions and amplitudes of frequency components

—was the basis for structure in this system, then it followed tautologically that any elements 

being influenced by the structure would need to react to spectral energy. I subsequently cre-

ated what I call gliders (Figure 19): entities which coexist within the spectral/spatial domain, 

but attempt to maintain their distance from sources of spectral energy.
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Figure 19: Two time-lapse sequences (top to bottom) of a pair of spectral gliders.
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The project defines a novel class of systems for the generation of control signals. A 

glider is, in concept, a simple entity which moves autonomously about a landscape. It does so 

by measuring the slope at its current location, then gliding to some adjacent location at a 

velocity proportional to the steepness of the slope. A glider’s current location is the main 

parameter taken as a control signal for driving other processes. The control signal is therefore 

a reflection of the glider’s movement in response to the landscape, but depending on the 

implementation, gliders can also interact with other gliders, each able to influence the loco-

motion of the others.

3.4.1 Gliders in the Spectral Domain

Figure 20: The spectral analysis environment, where A–E represent the presence of energy at particular 
frequencies. B and D are gliders moving at different rates, while A, C, and E are sinusoids of fixed frequency: A 
and E define boundaries for the system, and C is arbitrarily placed to influence the motion of the gliders.

The behavior of gliders is best understood in the context of signal visualization. The 

original system was designed around the real-time display of a linear frequency spectrum. The 

spectral response is treated as a landscape, and populated with sinusoidal components of arbi-

trary but fixed frequencies and magnitudes. These appear as expected: as stationary, verti-

cally-positioned, tapered spikes (Figure 20). The tapering—an imprecision inherent to the 
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FFT—is actually a natural fit for a system based on slopes, because it provides a small sur-

rounding region with shallow but non-zero slopes, encouraging movement.

Gliders in this environment have the following attributes: Each glider has a position, 

which in this case represents a frequency value in hertz. This frequency drives a sinusoidal 

oscillator which is added to the input of the visualizer so that the glider can be seen and con-

textualized (it’s not actually listened to, although it certainly can be, if desired). The principal 

function, however, of contributing energy to the spectrum is to allow for the glider’s presence 

to be detected by other gliders.

Taking the real-time spectrum as its input, each glider employs two high-Q bandpass 

filters—one centered 100 Hz higher than the frequency of its oscillator, and one 100 Hz lower

—to measure the amount of energy on each side of it, as shown in Figure 21. It then subtracts 

one from the other to determine a slope: if the slope is positive, the glider moves to the right 

at a velocity proportional to the slope; if negative, it moves to the left in the same manner. The 

frequency of its oscillator is subsequently updated to match its new position in the spectrum.
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Figure 21: The spectral characteristics of a glider. At top, a sinusoid at frequency f, and the sensitivities of two 
flanking high-Q bandpass filters centered at f −100Hz and f +100Hz. At bottom, the contribution of frequencies 
relative to f to a glider’s slope analysis.
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The gliders are named as such because in practice, they glide almost effortlessly back 

and forth across the spectral display. Although the FFT makes them appear wave-like, akin to 

pulses traversing the length of a string, they don’t exhibit wave superposition when meeting: 

they do not pass through each other undisturbed; on the contrary, the smoothed forms of the 

gliders’ pulses provide slopes that other gliders must respond to. When meeting head-on at 

low velocities, a pair of gliders might both slow to a stop in response to the increasingly steep 

slopes presented by the other, momentarily pausing their forward travel before easing into 

retreat in the opposite directions. At greater velocities, the slowdown may be negligible as the 

upward slopes are more easily ascended, and the pair of gliders pass over and across each 

other’s peaks, accelerating along the descending slopes and continuing in their original direc-

tions.

Figure 22 demonstrates the behavior characteristic of two gliders over time: it is nei-

ther regular, nor random, nor chaotic. A directional tendency is evident, where the gliders are 

drawn towards what ultimately equates to lower frequencies. This is a consequence of the fre-

quency response of the bandpass filters which are used to calculate energy on each side of the 

gliders: the slopes on each side of the filters’ cutoff frequencies are almost identically mir-

rored, but not quite; the discrepancy in measurement results in the slight directional bias.

The dexterity of each glider is greatly influenced by the value of its Strength parame-

ter. Strength is the field strength, and acts as a slew limiter on a glider’s velocity in response 

to a slope, restricting the distance that can be traveled per interval of time. This is a bipolar 

control, where negative values cause a glider to be repelled by energy in the spectrum (the 

default behavior), and positive values attract the glider to spectral energy. The parameter 
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could potentially be modulated through zero to shift a glider’s polarity according to parame-

ters such as the detected energy level.

Figure 22: Four independent examples of the horizontal motion and interaction of two gliders (colored red and 
blue) in an empty spectral landscape. In each case, both gliders have identical Strength values, which are, from 
left to right: -36, -39, -43, -43. The duration depicted is approximately 90 seconds. Time flows downward.
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3.4.1.1 Behavioral Modifications through Internal Feedback

Using the purely slope-driven movement of this initial implementation, the gliders will 

occasionally come to a standstill. This may be useful in some scenarios described in the sec-

tions to follow, where external stimuli are present and capable of nudging them back into 

activity, but there are also scenarios where it would be desirable for the system to operate 

autonomously without worry of stasis. To address this, I created two different methods of 

incorporating feedback into the movement calculations, which subsequently foster two differ-

ent types of behavior.

The first step in calculating the distance to move for the current sample block is to 

determine the level difference in decibels (dB) between the two filters, a number called 

Analysis whose range is potentially -100 to 100. The initial calculation is simply

c=as

where c is the amount of positional change (in Hz), a is the analysis in dB, and s is the field 

strength. This form has since been superseded by the two revised versions, mode 1:

cn=a (s+ cn−1d )
and mode 2:

cn=a (s+ d
cn−1 )

where n is the current sample block, and d is a bipolar scaling factor called Depth. In mode 1,

d is always set equal to 1, so the equation simply adds the previous amount of change to the 

field strength multiplier. Mode 2 adds the reciprocal of the previous amount of change, multi-

plied by the scaling factor.
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Mode 1 has since become the new default, as it prevents the gliders from ever coming 

to a complete stop, while maintaining the overall character of the original form. They now 

exhibit a striding cadence when crossing wide regions which are devoid of spectral energy. 

Mode 2 enables an altogether different set of behaviors, which I would classify as adversarial. 

In this configuration, they behave similarly to mode 1 if their Strength parameters are in the 

40s or higher, but as Strength is decreased, and the gliders become more reserved in their trav-

els, they begin to make sporadic leaps across the landscape in proportion to their Depth value. 

They also tend to maintain a certain wary distance from one another. The overall effect is sug-

gestive of animal play, with feints, leaps, and retreats. Depth is a bipolar control, and at zero it 

actually replicates the original configuration, which had no feedback. When depth is negative, 

the directional bias of the gliders reverses, as seen in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Variations of the Depth parameter in mode 2. From left to right: -100, -50, 50, 100.
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3.4.2 The Effect of the Environment

I’ve described the autonomous behavior of the gliders within the spectral domain, but 

the environment itself offers affordances for influencing glider behavior. As previously indi-

cated, we can alter the spectral landscape by simply introducing additional spectral content 

into the real-time analysis signal. Adding a sinusoid of fixed frequency and arbitrary ampli-

tude can result in anything from a minor speed bump to an effective barrier between spectral 

regions (Figure 24). There are two such sinusoids already present within the system, though 

they’ve yet to be fully addressed. They’re seen in Figure 20 as elements A and E, and serve to 

bookend the spectral environment. By default, gliders are allowed to traverse the frequency 

range from 500 to 3,500 Hz. If the spectrum were truly free of all other energy, gliders would 

simply halt upon reaching an edge; by placing a high-amplitude sinusoid 100 Hz beyond each 

edge, energy is provided which increasingly contributes to a slope in the opposite direction of 

the gliders’ approach. At the moment that a glider is positioned at the environment’s edge, the 

center frequency of the bandpass filter on its edge-facing side will be in perfect alignment 

with the external sinusoid, maximizing the slope and rebounding the glider.

Given that both the frequency and amplitude of a sinusoid can be altered as a function 

of time, the possibility exists for the design of systems which employ sinusoids to direct the 

movement of gliders. I’ve prototyped conveyors of low-amplitude sinusoids, as well as a vari-

ation which envelopes the sinusoids’ amplitudes in time to create a localized pushing or 

pulling effect, like a hand beckoning water at the surface of a pool.
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Figure 24: The paths of gliders through landscapes featuring fixed-frequency sinusoids as internal dividers. 
Divider locations are indicated by dashed vertical lines. Glider mode, strength, and depth, from left to right: 
mode 2 -39 0 (original); mode 2 -42 0 (original); mode 1 -42 1; mode 2 -30 -50.
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3.4.2.1 Landscapes Formed from Synthesis

A natural extension to the system is to forego the curated spectral landscape, and in its 

place make use of the synthesized output signal. This creates a feedback loop between the two 

layers of synthesis and control, where the positions of gliders direct synthesis parameters, and 

the resulting spectrum influences the positions and movement of the gliders in turn. The effi-

cacy of this mode will naturally vary depending on the synthesis.

Figure 25: A pair of gliders (A and B) within the real-time spectral response of the synthesis that they are 
influencing. Glider A is in the process of leaping more than 2kHz to the left.

When many frequency components are present, and the spectrum is very dense, the 

gliders can become trapped in between spectral components, or even outside of the main clus-

ter of components. Nevertheless, careful configuration can produce good sonic results, and the 

second feedback mode is well suited to this environment, as its tendency to elicit dramatic 

leaps helps it to avoid being boxed in, as seen in Figure 25.
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3.4.2.2 Touchscreen Gliders

Figure 26: Time-lapse of a pair of spectral gliders reacting to touches. The glider on the right is compressing 
against the right finger in preparation for a leftward reflection.

I wrote a multitouch version of the spectral gliders for use on iOS platforms (Figure 

26). In this iteration, the spectral landscape was reduced so that only the pair of sinusoids 

which bookmarked each end of the spectrum remained. These were positioned at the edges of 

the screen, and the spectral landscape was left un-rendered, creating the illusion that the glid-

ers were bouncing off of the edges of the screen hardware itself. The travel of the gliders 

could be influenced by placing fingers onto the screen, causing the gliders to bounce off of 

them or between them, depending on placement. This was achieved by surreptitiously adding 

an additional zero-amplitude sinusoid to the spectrum for each finger. As fingers are placed on 

the screen, the corresponding hidden sinusoids are unattenuated (while remaining invisible), 
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creating spectral energy at each touch location that the gliders will react to. When a finger is 

removed, its corresponding sinusoid is attenuated once again. This mechanism is effective for 

interactions which are sporadic or momentary, such as redirecting a glider, or temporarily iso-

lating a region, but it doesn’t currently provide any way to make lasting changes to the spec-

tral background, for instance if you wanted the current state to be maintained after removing 

your fingers.

3.4.3 Gliders in the Time Domain

I’ve also implemented a form of the gliders that exist within the time domain (Figure 

27). This was done by situating them within a sample buffer that was operating as a real-time, 

oscilloscope-style waveform view. The bandpass filters which drove the spectral version’s sig-

nal analysis were no longer appropriate, and were replaced by a straightforward evaluation of 

slope that simply compares the adjacent array values on each side of the glider. This excision 

creates a crisis of identity, however, as the original spectral version of the gliders are more 

than simply sensory entities: with an oscillator at their core, they are themselves energy 

sources, indistinguishable from any other form of energy in their environment. The time 

domain gliders measure signal, but are not signal, and can only affect the signal that they tra-

verse indirectly, in the case that they have been mapped to a function which influences it.

Figure 27: A glider in the time domain, tracking the dynamically-changing waveform of a phase-modulated 
oscillator. The glider’s position relative to the waveform is indicated by the vertical line beneath.
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For the time domain method to be effective, it requires that the frequency of the ana-

lyzed signal and the size of the buffer array are somewhat matched to one another, so that a 

relatively stable region of visualization can be maintained as a landscape for gliders to be situ-

ated in. If the difference is too great, the gliders will be forced against either extreme of the 

display by the waveform’s rushing contours. (As an aside, this may in fact be useful in emu-

lating the traditional envelope follower, but in that case, visualization would be unnecessary.) 

When properly matched, the gliders exhibit a more overtly gravitational response then they do 

in the largely flat spectral domain, sliding down slopes and settling into troughs in the wave-

form. The response is remarkably similar to that of the light objects in my LED light strip 

(Section 3.3, The Untitled Installations), even though there are no forces modeled in this case, 

only an analysis of slope. Signal transformations that are interesting in this realization are 

those which alter the waveform without modifying its frequency, such as waveshaping, as 

these alterations of contour can guide the gliders into new spatial regions. A minor vibrato can 

elicit a sloshing motion from a glider which is pulled side to side by the trough that contains 

it.

***

The gliders represent modulation generation as environment, to use a felicitous take on 

the behavior of the systems. They are autonomous entities within a larger signal space which 

their presence contributes to, and which they actively sense and respond to. The paths that 

they travel are dynamic and inertial, and while not perfectly predictable, they always feel 

familiar. As a modulation source, the gliders act out group movement, but in a very different 

way from flocking algorithms; if all gliders present are set to avoid spectral energy, then the 

only thing that defines them as a group is the space which mutually confines them. Neverthe-
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less, they bounce between and shimmy past one another in an intricate dance. Denis Smalley, 

in describing spectromorphology’s inherent connection to the lived environment, emphasized 

that it was “concerned with motion and growth processes, which are not exclusively or even 

primarily sonic phenomena: sonic motion can suggest real or imagined motions of shapes in 

free space” (Smalley 1997, 110). The gliders turn this around, bestowing sonic motion on syn-

thesis parameters through their real motion in free space, which itself happens to be sonic 

motion, given their signal-based nature.

3.5 Systems which Require Energy

Synthesizers operate on the assumption of an endless source of energy; musical ges-

tures which sound synthetic may be reflective of an unnatural capacity for change or 

endurance. Similarly, looping systems such as those described in Chapter 2 exploit of one of 

the primary functions of computing: the ability to iterate processes without end. Loop-based 

music and the more general use of repetition is a compelling paradigm with a rich history. 

Looping systems, however, have tended to demand dedication to the loop: either the system is 

looping, or it is off, and there are few examples of the use of intermediate states. Wanting to 

draw from the best of both worlds, however, I began to imagine electronic musical systems 

which would not automatically carry on without end, but would instead require deliberate 

input from the musician. The challenge, of course, is in framing the practice such that it 

remains compelling, and not simply tedious.
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3.5.1 The Violin/Theremin

I was intrigued by an anecdote that I came across in a paper, describing the aftermath 

of an electrical error in the construction of an electronic theremin:

A wiring mistake by a student meant that the “volume” antenna only worked 
when your hand was moving. In other words the sound was only heard when 
there was a rate-of-change of position, rather than the traditional position-only 
control. It was unexpectedly exciting to play. The volume hand needed to keep 
moving back and forth, rather like bowing an invisible violin. I noted the effect 
that this had on myself and the other impromptu players in the room. Because 
of the need to keep moving, it felt as if your own energy was directly responsi-
ble for the sound. When you stopped, it stopped. The subtleties of the bowing 
movement gave a complex texture to the amplitude. We were “hooked.” It took 
rather a long time to prise each person away from the instrument, as it was so 
engaging. (Hunt, Wanderley, and Paradis 2003, 430)

The need for continuous motion to awaken sound, as in a violin, was inspiring, and I sus-

pected that it might have merit in contexts where a lack of physical intervention is the norm, 

such as sequencing. I was also curious about the intimation that this mechanism was responsi-

ble for a feeling of causality, given that energy is already demanded from every moment of 

performance with a standard theremin: with nothing to physically hold or to rest the arms 

upon, even absolute stillness is a task of endurance; furthermore, the fluttering motions of 

hand-driven vibrato and tremolo are both standard aspects of performance practice.

I began by implementing similar systems in Pd, primarily to see if there was anything 

of interest in the bowing emulation. I set up an elongated slider, and in order to extract its rate 

of change, I smoothed its output before differentiating and smoothing again, using the result-

ing signal to drive an amplifier. In spite of the stifling constraints of interaction via trackpad 

and cursor, the amplitude envelope which resulted was immediately suggestive of a bowed 

string, including a requisite attenuation when reversing direction. This in itself was an inter-

esting finding. Another was the behavior that resulted from changing the cutoff frequency of 
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the one-pole lowpass filter which I was using for the second smoothing stage. This changed 

the time constant of the filter, which determined how responsive the system was to movement. 

A time constant below 10 ms is very responsive, and changes in amplitude closely follow 

changes in the speed of movement, falling quickly to silence if movement is momentarily 

paused—a common scenario with a trackpad. My starting point for violin emulation was usu-

ally 500 ms (a 2 Hz cutoff frequency), which was slow enough to allow time for the sound to 

build, and also evened out intermittent jitter in the input. Setting a long time constant, how-

ever, resulted in a very different behavior. At 3.3 seconds, it feels as if one decisive sweep 

across the slider sets in motion a large elastic mass, of which the first portion is able to follow 

without too much delay, while the latter portions catch up only later. By adding stereo pan-

ning, with the rate also controlled by the slider, I had something that suggested, through the 

physical movement of its activation and the inertial qualities of its sound, a pull-string spin-

ning top which could be whipped into activity, eventually rolling to a stop.

In order to properly evaluate the system, I felt that I needed a more responsive mode 

of interaction than was allowed by manual contortions on the trackpad, so I ported the patch 

to a multitouch application running on my phone. This removed the need for the awkward 

thumb hold, and afforded approximately 4½ inches of longitudinal breadth of motion, similar 

to the slider length used in the desktop version of the patch. The graphical user interface 

(GUI) that I created (Figure 28) was intentionally minimal, as visual elements were only 

needed for rough spatial orientation. The important thing was the ability to gesticulate freely, 

and therefore the screen space was dedicated almost entirely to a single pair of sliders. One 

slider mapped to a continuous pitch range corresponding to the first octave of a violin’s G 

string, while the adjacent slider acted as the bow, and controlled amplitude according to the 
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rate of change in finger position, using the previously-detailed method. A narrow region run-

ning the length of the screen was reserved for any buttons or menus that might be needed, 

including one function which I anticipated would be of importance: a toggle switch to alter-

nate between the two modes under comparison: violin behavior versus theremin behavior.

Figure 28: The touchscreen theremin in use, with horizontal sliders for control of amplitude (top) and pitch 
(bottom).

Touchscreen interaction is understandably a wholly different experience than that of a 

theremin. It clearly delineates between gestures which are performance-related and those 

which are not: performance occurs with fingertips upon glass, and its gestures take place at a 

scale matched to the hand; theremin performance, on the other hand, takes place in open air, 

with no physical contact whatsoever: only a decreasing proximity can diminish the interpreta-

tion of gesture, and this range is scaled to the size of the arm. These differences limit the util-

ity of speculation about the experience of playing the mis-wired theremin, but the two analo-
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gous touchscreen modes can still be compared to one another usefully; Gelineck and Serafin 

suggest that “the energy produced by any gesture is able to drive any physical model as long 

as the energetic relationship between gesture and sound is intact” (Gelineck and Serafin 2010, 

53).

I found that violin mode functioned reasonably well in the touchscreen environment. 

Emulating the instrument’s playing style required a careful coordination between my two 

hands if I wanted to avoid unintended glissando while changing pitch. I’ve played this instru-

ment on several occasions in the past months, and I’ve yet to note any exceptional feeling of 

directing energy emerging from this playing style. In fact, I’ve found the movements to be 

surprisingly similar to playing in theremin mode, especially if I’m trying to articulate individ-

ual notes, as a similar prosody emerges from the pattern of raising amplitude, holding ampli-

tude, lowering amplitude, changing pitch. If performing primarily glissandi, then the finger 

controlling amplitude may be far less active, and as such, may potentially feel less responsible 

for the sound. But in most of my playing experiences, the two modes felt categorically alike, 

and neither evoked the sense that my movements were uniquely expressive. On the contrary, I 

tended to feel that all the movement stemming from the sliders’ 1:1 relationship to the con-

trolled parameters was simply burdensome. Part of that, however, surely reflects the physical 

burden imposed by friction, because wiping one’s skin across a panel of glass is far from an 

effortless activity. I found that tapping percussively against the screen was much more com-

fortable in terms of finger/screen interaction alone, and this suggested a good direction for 

future inquiries into touchscreen interaction.
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3.5.2 Batteries

Another way to work against the automatic character of electronic musical systems is 

by treating energy as a precious resource which can be stored and depleted, and subsequently 

designing architectures which operate according to this principle. This led me to develop and 

experiment with a simple battery model. My batteries had two main properties: their capacity, 

and their current charge, both measured in the same arbitrary units. They had a supply input to 

increase their charge, a load input to deplete it, and a single output which reflected the remain-

ing charge. Changes to the charge level were slew-limited, so that they occurred over time.

A battery could be used to power the voicing of an oscillator, for example, by having it 

gate an amplifier: so long as the battery maintains charge, the amplifier is able to pass the 

oscillator’s tone unattenuated; in losing charge, however, the amplifier powers down, and the 

oscillator is silenced. A more overtly physical response can be obtained by having the battery 

gate the oscillator’s frequency instead: when the battery is depleted, its frequency will decay 

to zero, suggesting the spinning-down of a motor, as realized in Figure 29.

Figure 29: A simple battery-powered oscillator patch.

There are a handful of auxiliary functions which are useful in conjunction with the 

batteries. The first are boolean comparisons of level, such as greater-than or equals, which 
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make it easy to trigger events based on a battery reaching a specified value or passing a partic-

ular threshold, for instance: upon depletion of the energy store, or when the store is more than 

90% full. Such functions are powerful on their own, but I often use them together with an 

abstraction that I’ve given the succinct name time-while-true. Use of this abstraction is 

straightforward, and it simply engages a timer whenever its input is greater than zero, and 

pauses it while it is not. The output reports the cumulative amount of time that has elapsed 

while the input has been true. The count is in milliseconds (accurate to 10 microseconds), and 

can be reset at will. By augmenting boolean comparisons with time-while-true, events can be 

triggered based on the amount of time spent within a particular range of a battery’s values. 

This further establishes the real-time dynamic of battery use, because it allows time ranges to 

be set that are large enough to require that a battery has been recharged in order to reach the 

duration specified.

Figure 30: Enabling modulation based on time spent within a specific value range.

Figure 30 provides an example. In this patch, there is a primary oscillator (waveshap-

ing-osc~) with a fixed frequency of 110 Hz, and a modulation oscillator (osc~) running at 10 

Hz which can modulate the primary oscillator’s index of modulation. The battery is config-
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ured with a constant load of 1 and no initial charge, requiring a repeated manual input of 

energy in order to maintain charge. We track the cumulative amount of time that the battery’s 

charge is kept above 2%, and if that reaches 2 seconds, then the modulation oscillator is 

allowed to influence the primary oscillator, and will do so until the battery’s charge is 

depleted, at which point the process needs to be repeated in order to re-enable modulation. By 

tracking cumulative time, we provide a temporal affordance allowing the energy state to drop 

below the threshold that will enable counting without immediately resetting the count. In this 

case, the arbitrarily-chosen threshold of 2% is low in comparison to the load (a load of 1 will 

deplete a charge of 1 in 1 second), so only two seconds of leeway are left at that point to rein-

vigorate the charge if that’s what’s desired.

Note that batteries are not simply timers which count down to zero, as they always 

have the potential to be charged. The charge and load values for any battery can be freely and 

independently configured, and events from other parts of the system may supply or draw dif-

ferent amounts of charge at different times. The performance concept for systems mediated by 

batteries is to plan the results of energy collection and depletion so that both states and the 

transitions between them are musically useful. Performance then involves maintaining an 

awareness of energy states over time, and the choice to employ methods to charge or willfully 

deplete batteries.
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4 Conclusions

To say that sounds unfold in time is both poetic and physically descriptive. It’s the 

undulations of pressure which form the physical basis for sound, positioning the phenomenon 

of change as intrinsic to its existence, and the characteristics of change as intrinsic to its iden-

tity. In our evaluation of sounds, we are tracking the ephemeral, the emergence and fleeting 

transformation of sonic energy. The nature of these transformations guide us in ascribing 

causal, spatial, and behavioral relationships to aspects of our environment; they convey state, 

movement, and gesture.

To make music is—as the composer Edgard Varèse once identified—to organize 

sounds in time (Varèse and Wen-chung 1966, 18), to attend to the temporal relationships 

between their properties, and the meanings attributed to them. With electronic music systems 

came the ability to precisely structure the properties of sound at every moment, or more 

directly, to precisely structure the structures that shape sounds in time. We can formulate com-

pletely synthetic structures, physically-inspired structures, and a generous continuum in 

between. The movements and behaviors that our control systems are capable of are primarily 

the movements and behaviors exhibited in our sounds, the qualities that make them lifelike, or 

alternatively, akin to any of the many types of non-living forms present in our experience. 

Varèse, speaking in 1936, imagined a future, electronically-enabled music where “the move-
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ment of sound-masses, of shifting planes, will be clearly perceived. When these sound-masses 

collide the phenomena of penetration or repulsion will seem to occur. Certain transmutations 

taking place on certain planes will seem to be projected onto other planes, moving at different 

speeds and at different angles” (11). This vision simultaneously embodies aspects of the Glid-

ers (the collision and interaction of sound-masses) and the Patterned LFO (activity trans-

formed through projection onto other planes, as in 2.1.1, Min/Max and Swapping Behaviors 

and 2.1.2, Correlated Behaviors). The metaphors are physical and spatial. And yet these real-

izations are situated within electronics; within the formless realm of computing. Visualization 

helps to make this possible. The visual image provides a means for structuring ideas through 

spatial relations, and is extended by the screen, whose dynamic nature enables a portrayal of 

time, and consequently a means of directing change in regards to form and proximity; with 

this, we have access to the temporal dynamics of visual space: transformation and movement. 

These are, of course, the same attributes of interest in the control of electronic musical sys-

tems.

The Patterned LFO employs visualization as a map which charts spatial relationships 

over time. Its success lies in disengaging from the active passage of time, and instead present-

ing all of space and time at once, demonstrating through form what has happened and what 

will happen, while also suggesting what could be if this or that relationship were shifted or 

accentuated, or given a different trajectory. The system’s salient functions of minimum and 

maximum are remarkably elucidating when rendered in this visual context, communicating 

the respective timings and contours of the LFOs while simultaneously revealing their own 

correlative potential for projection between their planes.
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In the Gliders we see a different approach, one of active participation in the unfolding 

of time, where change is embodied as transformation and movement. Whereas the PLFO 

presents plots of functions, in the gliders we see the results of functions, spry and spontaneous 

in the moment. Collisions and repulsions are the nature of the system, and yet these very 

physical responses emerge independent of the masses and forces of classical mechanics. 

Instead, the spectral energy of sound itself is used to draw out visuospatial behaviors which 

appear uncannily zoomorphic or anthropomorphic; in the interplay between gliders, the 

nuances of movement feel interpersonal at times. A complexity is revealed that makes them 

operate like no other system that I know of, and yet there is also a palpable familiarity 

observed in their character; they embody that duality. In this regard, they contribute to elec-

tronic musical systems a form of gesture and expression evocative of the natural world, not 

just of life but of processes. 

Jean-Claude Risset noted that “Varèse insisted that the same poetic impulse could 

move the composer and the scientist, and he strongly advocated the synergy between art and 

science, the only way to provide music with new means of expression” (Risset 2010, 27). 

Through electronics, we gained expansive capabilities for structuring sound, but as the scope 

of electronics evolves, so too does the breadth of technique that can be described as “idiomati-

cally indigenous” to the domain. Varèse recognized that “the machine can give out only what 

we put into it” (Varèse and Wen-chung 1966, 15), and through computing and especially the 

accompanying ubiquity of screens, we have acquired the means to create systems which are 

inherently visuospatial, and offer insights specific to the affordances of that domain. This has 

value in extending the signal generation techniques of the past, as well as in returning some of 

the energy and physicality of the world to electronic musical systems.
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ADDENDUM

The Invention of the Voltage-Controlled Synthesizer

The innovation of voltage control, which had already taken hold in other areas of elec-

trical engineering, transformed the conception and development of electronic musical sys-

tems. In the lore of our field, it’s widely acknowledged that the incorporation of voltage con-

trol was independently pursued by both Donald Buchla and Robert Moog in the early to mid-

1960s. There are many conflicting claims, however, over who had the first implementation.

In interview, Buchla stated that he began work on his voltage-controlled modular in 

1963 (Buchla 2008, 169). In a separate interview in the same book chapter, in response to the 

question of “when the Buchla first arrived at the Tape Music Center,” Morton Subotnick sug-

gested January 1965, although there is an ambiguity to note: the Buchla could have referred to 

either a completed system, or to the first individual modules. The case for the former meaning 

is reinforced by Buchla’s counter to an interviewer’s suggestion that “it probably took it about 

a year [from 1963] to bring it all together,” which was, “Well, it didn’t occur all at once. It 

was a modular system. One module developed into the next” (169). In any case, Subotnick 

followed up on his estimate with the statement, which—if true—would be definitive: “I was 

just with Moog, and he remembers it in 1964. He said that it predates anything he did, and 

that the Moog came out in 1965. He said it was a year before him” (167).

There are many, however, who claim that Moog was the first, and Moog, in interview, 

provided a date for his initial inquiries: “And somehow, during those first months of 1964 

when I was thinking of what to put together for Herb [Deutsch], voltage control suggested 
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itself. I knew of voltage control. Voltage control was a technique that was just becoming prac-

tical because of the properties of these new silicon transistors that were coming out” (Pinch 

and Rocco 1998, 9, 14). The Bob Moog Foundation, in eulogy upon Buchla’s death, cites 

Buchla as “co-inventor of the voltage-controlled transistorized modular synthesizer” (Moog 

Foundation 2016). While this statement does nothing to clarify the situation, the included 

qualifiers are telling in their own way: if transistors and the modular format are excised from 

the definition, then attribution might properly belong somewhere else entirely. During 1959-

60, Harald Bode designed a modular “sound modification system” which included a voltage-

controlled amplifier implemented through the use of vacuum tubes (Bode 1961). Moog’s 1964 

article detailing his initial voltage-controlled modules directly referenced this prior work by 

Bode, as well as the contemporaneous work of James Beauchamp (Moog 1964), but also that 

of Hugh Le Caine. Curiously, Moog noted Le Caine’s 1956 description of the touch-sensitive 

aspects of his (non-modular) Sackbut synthesizer, but didn’t comment on their context, which 

was the filtering and pitch-modulation of the synth’s voltage-controlled oscillator (Le Caine 

1956). An even more distant reference is found in the biography of Hugh Le Caine, which 

states that vacuum tube-based voltage-controlled oscillators, filters, and amplifiers had been 

implemented as far back as the original, 1945 iteration of the Sackbut (Young 1989, 40).
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